Boat Review: Dickey Semifly 32
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Make
mine
a Jack
Boating New Zealand
photojournalist Mike Hunter
was left drooling over the
latest offering from Napier’s
Dickey Boats.
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Just when you thought it was safe to

photographically review more than 600

assume you’d seen it all before, along

boats in my time, but none have made

comes a boat to take your breath away.

my heart skip a beat like Jack, built for

I shouldn’t really have been surprised
by the new Dickey Semifly 32 – a stunning
big sister to the bimini-topped Dickey

a Napier client by Jason Dickey, partner
Tristan Peterson and their team.
Normally boats are christened with a

Semifly 28 I photographed for a Boating

feminine name but the masculinity of Jack

review in July last year.

seemed to fit, especially when I took the

But the additional waterline built
into the new hard-topped offering from

helm for a test spin off Napier.
Throwing a 32-footer around in

Napier boatbuilder Dickey Boats has

one-metre swells is exhilarating stuff, but

led to a massive 40 percent increase in

not half as exciting as the soft landing;

internal volume. The result is a superyacht-

no creaking, jarring, or crashing here.

finished sportfisher to die for.

The design features a purity of line and

Even from close quarters, it’s hard to
fathom that the new addition to the Dickey
family is constructed in aluminium. It

simplicity of form that is refreshing to the
eye, both at rest and underway.
I was quickly under Jack’s spell but the

looks very much like a high-end composite

offer of my live Lotto tickets, in the week

finish boat, and has performance to match

leading up to New Zealand’s record $30

thanks to a single Volvo 370hp D6.

million draw, was politely, sadly, declined.

I’ve been fortunate enough to
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Needless to say, I’ll keep buying a ticket

The boat’s interior has a clean, modern look incorporating berths for six and plenty of stowage, although some
may prefer more traditional cabinets. The galley is spacious but lacks an oven - the boat’s owners intend to use a
coaming-mounted, hooded BBQ instead.

each week, in the hope of one day
being able to meet the 32’s competitive
price tag, with packages starting from
$400,000.

Design
Designed to fit into a 10-metre marina
berth, and to perform like a rocket
ship, the hull is similar to the 28, with a
distinctive look from the almost-plumb
bow, flat foredeck and sweeping
sheerline. The hull on the 32 has a very
sharp entry, which helps give a soft ride.
It also contributes to quite early planing
speeds in a boat of this size.
Because of the efficiency of the entry,
there is less need for the deep vee to be
carried further aft. When underway, the
boat travels on her flatter aft sections and
has a very soft ride.
The 32 took more than 200 hours of
design work on the computer and many
more hours with pencil and paper, making
sure the harmony between the windows
and sheerline worked. It was time well
spent, in my opinion.

Construction
Using CAD (computer assisted design) cut
files, produced with such accuracy there
was no need to refit, file or alter the plate
in any way, the build is near perfect.
Jack is built to exceed American
Bureau Shipping (ABS) standards, and
has full transverse bulkheads with ring
frames at 650mm centres. According to
the designer, Finnish-born Kiwi resident
Dennis Harjamaa, Jack is built like a tank.
Certainly, when in a seaway, it is like
the boat has been built out of a billet of
aluminium – there is no movement in the
structure at all.
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The finish is up another notch on the
earlier 28. Aluminium thickness varies
throughout the vessel, with the lightest
section being 4mm and the heaviest
14mm. Because aluminium is quite a tricky
medium to build in, Harjamaa designs the
interior first and uses this to decide on the
bulkhead and frame spacing, to maximize
the use of strength-bearing girders and the
interior volume.

Power and performance
The driving force behind the Dickey Boats
is a functional, yet simple design. This
model gives unhesitating performance
from its single Volvo 370 D6 diesel
engine, driving an A4 duroprop through
a sterndrive. The engine is beneath the
cockpit sole and is very easy to access,
thanks to an electric hoist. The space
around the engine allows easy daily
maintenance.
Ahead of the engine is the pump room,
which has all the tankage and pumps. It
also has a soft wall bulkhead, so it is a
simple exercise to remove a tank or pump,
without having to dismantle the boat.
With the cabin doors open, there’s excellent flow
between the saloon/bridge and the cockpit.

All tanks are plastic and to survey
standards. Dickey believes the plastic
tanks beat metal alternatives because of
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their insulation qualities.
The engine fits beneath the sole
– removing a small criticism of the 28,

A transom platform and good-sized cockpit, unencumbered by an
engine box, plus good vision aft from the pilothouse means the
Dickey 32 Semifly is a gamefish-friendly design.

which has a raised engine cover – and
leaves a completely uncluttered cockpit
sole. A bow-thruster takes the pain out
of close quarters manoeuvring, and the
boat has a 550-litre fuel tank. At a cruise
speed of 19.8 knots, spinning at 2500
rpm, the engine burns 36 litres an hour,
giving Jack a range, at cruise, of over 400
nautical miles.

Layout
The 32 has a duckboard that leads
through twin-transom doors to a nine
square-metre cockpit, covered in plastic
Tek-dek. The coamings are also covered in
the eye-catching Tek-Dek.
The aft bait station has a livebait tank,
complete with light, bait bin and a rubbish
bin. Atop the livebait tank sits a butcher’s
grade, high-density, plastic cutting board.
The side pockets running beneath the
cockpit coamings are lined. Each of
the three rod holders positioned in
the coamings comes complete with an
innovative cup holder.
The cockpit flows into the saloon,
with only a slight step up. The aft
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The Dickey 32 Semifly looks great, whether
you’re sitting at the helm looking out or
outside watching her fly by at speed.

Dennis the designer
Dennis Harjamaa, the designer of the
Dickey Semifly 32, hails from Finland.
The 37-year-old immigrated to
New Zealand in 1997, and began as
boatbuilder at McMullen and Wing’s
Auckland yard, working on the tools for
about a year, before “wiggling” his way
into the design side of the business.
Nowadays, he works part-time
alongside renowned Kiwi designer
Roger Hill. Evenings and weekends, he
spends on his own design work, the
Dickey design range being his first boats
to be built in New Zealand.
Prior to shifting to New Zealand,
Harjamaa trained as a boatbuilder in
Maine, USA, and followed it up with
a pressure-cooker design course,
which condensed three years’ design
study into one year. He then returned
to Finland and started working for
Helsinki-based New Zealand boatbuilder
Warwick Buckley, working on a wooden
traditional boat restoration.
Harjamaa then made his way to
New Zealand and, while working at the
McMullen and Wing design office, was
given the task to design a tender for
a visiting superyacht, on which Jason
Dickey was engineer. This set in motion,
years later, the allegiance that is today’s
Dickey Boats.
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bulkhead of the cabin is all glass and

themselves, as no company in New

made of an adapted household patio

Zealand knew the process.

folding door, which has had the glass

Toyota cars used to be assembled in

glued on the outside of the frame to

New Zealand, and that was the last time

streamline the look. This all folds out

anyone can remember “dotty windows”,

of the way to open up the saloon to the

according to Dickey.

cockpit and vice versa.
The galley is to starboard and easily

The helm station is to starboard and
has all the switching and circuit breakers

reached from the cockpit, which can have

mounted there, as well as all engine

a barbecue set up on the port coaming.

instruments and the big Raymarine

The owners didn’t want an oven, figuring

electronic hub, a very easy-to-use GPS

barbecue cooking with a hood would be

chartplotter-sounder combo.

just as good.
The distinctive window detailing is

On the port side of the saloon is a
wrap-around seat and table within easy

another example of how dedicated the

reach of those in the cockpit, which

Dickey team is when it comes to originality

extends forward to a large, flat dash area,

– each window has a frieze of dots around

which could be used for an onboard

the outer edge.

televison/DVD set, if you are so inclined.

Dickey Boats had to make these

Down three steps to the lower deck, the
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Dickey Semifly 32

designer
builder
construction

Dennis Harjamaa
Dickey Boats
aluminium

loa

10.2m
9.1m

lwl
beam
draft
deadrise aft

accommodation
starts with the heads
under the bridge deck (or semifly)
is the master cabin, complete with queenThis has a cute little seat to rest
on, before you slide into the cave-like
athwartships bed area. In the bow are

cabin are
hand-hold rails,
just where they are needed.

Dickey Boats: 06 834 1310
www.dickeyboats.com

Anchoring is done remotely from

four vee berths. Jack has been sold

the helm through the electric anchor

– she was bought off the plans – so the

winch. The foredeck is flat, with almost no

and sparkling

owners have had quite a lot of input

camber in any direction, but it does have a

– whether on the plane or just idling along

into the finish. There is a large number

small raised portion where the deck meets

– I’d give it an 11.

of self-closing, lockable drawers on the

the front windows, which also have an

boat, including a huge set of them almost

‘eyebrow’ overhead from the cabin top.

the size of a domestic dresser, for crew
clothing and belongings. If there is one
change I’d make, it would be to go back

performance

I didn’t want to get off when our review
came to an end; everything just seemed
right – a reflection of the passion and time

Boating’s verdict
I can give the Dickey Semifly 32 no

all the players involved were prepared to
put in.

to traditional cabinets, but then I’m a

greater compliment than to say I’d rush out

traditional sort of chap.

and buy one if the editor would just pay

leader in aluminium boat construction and

There is good foot access along the

me more. If I had to give a mark out of 10

styling.

side decks to the foredeck; on top of the

for the build quality, exemplary finishing
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0.64m engine up
18 degrees

displacement 5000kg dry
fuel capacity 550 litres
engine
Volvo 370 D6
top speed
34 knots

to starboard. Opposite and

sized bed.

3.3m

Quite simply, Dickey Boats is a class

Now, where’s my Lotto ticket…

suppliers
Sharp Edge Engineering: stainless steel.
Volvo: 370 D6 engine, controls, QL trim
tabs. BEP: switchboard. Sea Star: steering.
Raymarine: autopilot, GPS, Sounder, VHF
Radio. Lighthouse marine: Loftrans Proje
ct
1000 anchor winch. Serada: Sureflo
washdown, Smeg stovetop. Fridgetech:
Isotemp refrigeration, Sony stereo. Robert
Malcolm: carpet. Charmans Motor
Trimmers: upholstery. Haak Design and
Build: cabinetwork. Marine Reflections:
Amron paint.

